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Disclaimer and Appropriate Use of Course Information: The content and instruction made throughout this course

are provided solely for reference and educational purposes to students, traders, and analysts (Participants).

By participating in this course, you agree that all trading or investment decisions made by Participant are at the sole

risk to the Participant and Participant assumes all responsibility for any and all decisions made in financial markets.

By taking this course, you also acknowledge that trading in financial markets involves risk of loss as well as the

potential for gains. As a student, trader, or investor, you agree to assume all responsibility for any and all actions you

initiate in financial markets, and neither the authors, instructors, or publishers affiliated with this course, or anyone

whose work is cited or referenced in the course, assumes any liability whatsoever for your decisions.

Futures or options trading are considered high risk. Information provided in the MMTA course or MMA publications

is provided with sincere intent, and according to MMA’s own proprietary and copyrighted processes and

methodologies. All content and information provided is the intellectual property of MMA and MMTA developed by

Raymond Merriman and his 40+ years of experience, observation, and research. Students may use this material

responsibly and solely for their own trading and investment planning. They may cite brief sections of these studies

with proper credit to MMA or MMTA. However, any other reproduction or use of this copyrighted material must be

with the written consent of MMA.



This lesson examines the movement of  

Uranus through the signs of  the zodiac 

and its correlation with long-term 

cycles in stock markets, with special 

emphasis upon the U.S. and British 

stock markets
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In this lesson, we will cover the 

following topics:
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Applying the steps from Lesson 5 and 6 to find a 
correlation between Uranus’s sign position and long-
term stock market cycles

The long-term stock market chart divided by Uranus 
in signs

Correlations of  Uranus by sign and degrees to long-
term stock market cycles 
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• Uranus’s orbital cycle around the 

Sun lasts 84 years

• Three orbits of  Uranus equals one 

Pluto cycle (248 years) and two 

orbits of  Uranus is close to a 

Neptune cycle (164 years)

•The movement of  Uranus through 

the zodiac is fairly constant. It 

spends approximately seven years in 

each sign of  the zodiac

THE URANUS EFFECT

Please refer to Lesson 4, or the book titled “Tables of  Planetary 

Phenomena,” by Neil Michelsen, for the time bands of  Uranus in each sign
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The following tables show the sign and position (by 
nearest degree) of  Uranus at the long-term 72- or 
90-year cycle troughs and crests, as well as their 
secondary lows
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INITIAL LONG-TERM LOWS AND 
THEIR CRESTS

START (LOW) END (CREST)

1.) July 1, 1762                      73 years May 15, 1835

Uranus 13° Aries Uranus 0° Pisces

2.) February 15, 1842             87 years           September 3, 1929  

Uranus 23° Pisces Uranus 10° Aries
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INITIAL LONG-TERM LOWS AND 
THEIR CRESTS

START (LOW) END (CREST)

3.) July 8, 1932                       75 years October 11, 2007

Uranus 23° Aries Uranus 15° Pisces

4.) March 9, 2009      73-87 years after low     Crest due 2082-2096

Uranus 22° Pisces Uranus Capricorn- Aries
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SECONDARY LOWS TO FIRST 
LONG-TERM CYCLE CRESTS

START (LOW) END (CREST)

1 A.) July 1, 1784                      51 years May 15, 1835

Uranus 12° Cancer Uranus 0° Pisces

2 A.) October 15, 1857            72 years                 September 3, 1929

Uranus 27° Taurus Uranus 10° Aries
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SECONDARY LOWS TO FIRST 
LONG-TERM CYCLE CRESTS

START (LOW) END (CREST)

4 A.) March 23, 2020             Crest due 51-72 years 
after secondary trough

Uranus 4° Taurus

4 B.) Trough due 2015-2031                               Crest due 51-72

(6-22 years after first low                                   years after 

of March 2009)                                        secondary trough
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From these tables, one can observe several possible 
correlations between Uranus’s zodiacal position and 
long-term cycle troughs and crests in U.S. stocks, as 
well as their secondary bottoms
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Long-Term Cycle Low Geocosmic
Correlations - Uranus

The long-term stock market cycle troughs all unfolded 
while Uranus transited in — or just before — the sign of  
Aries
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Stock Market Low When Uranus at 22 
Pisces to 23 Aries

These initial lows 
took place when 
Uranus was posited 
between 22º Pisces 
and 23º Aries

Uranus finds itself  
positioned between 
these sectors of  the 
zodiac again March 
2009 - April 2017

* 22° =

* 23° 1
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Long-Term Cycle Low Geocosmic
Correlations - Uranus 

If  this phenomenon correlates as it has in the past, a long-term 
cycle trough could form during that period

The low of  March 2009 qualifies for a hit according to this study, 
as Uranus was in 22º of  Pisces at the time

That was the very earliest month possible within the time band 
of  Uranus transiting through this sector of  the tropical zodiac

This time band remains in effect for the market to make a final 
long-term cycle lo by 2017, if  March 2009 was not the long-
term cycle trough
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POSITION OF URANUS ON 
MARCH 9, 2009
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Price chart of  DJIA showing long-
term low in March 2009
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Secondary Cycle Low Geocosmic 
Correlations - Uranus

All secondary lows (three confirmed cases) formed 
when Uranus was in a rather narrow time band 
extending from 28º Taurus through approximately 
12º Cancer

This sector of  the tropical zodiac is highlighted again 
May 2025-May 2036
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Secondary Cycle Low Geocosmic Correlations -
Uranus

All secondary lows 
(three cases) formed 
when Uranus was in a 
rather narrow time 
band extending from 
28º Taurus through 
approximately 12º 
Cancer

This sector of  the 
tropical zodiac is 
highlighted again May 
2025-May 2036

* 12° 4

* 28° 2
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Secondary Cycle Low Geocosmic 
Correlations - Uranus

If  we use the 6-22 year period in which secondary 
lows follow initial lows, and apply March 2009 as the 
initial low, we will see that this overlap period is in 
effect only 2025-2031, which compliments the 
previously suggested secondary low related to the 
Pluto and Neptune studies

Each of  these studies implies a secondary low before 
2030.
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Stock Market Crests - Uranus

* 0° =

* 10° 1

Perhaps most interesting 
about this Uranus study is 
the observation that Uranus 
has so far coincided with 
strong upward trends in 
U.S. stocks when it 
transited through the 
Gemini-Aquarius sector of  
the zodiac

That upward trend peaked 
as Uranus transited between 
0º Pisces and 10º Aries
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Long-Term Cycle Crest Geocosmic 
Correlations - Uranus

Once the top was in, it declined sharply to form its 
initial long-term cycle low while Uranus was 
between 22º Pisces and 23º Aries

Throughout the transit of  Uranus in Taurus (which 
rules money and stocks), the stock market traded up 
and down in a wide congestion zone

After leaving Taurus, the market returned to its 
strong upward trend for several years
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Geocosmic Correlations of  Initial 
Cycle Troughs to Secondary Lows

There were none
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Geocosmic Correlations of  Initial 
Cycle Troughs to Cycle Crests

The movement of  Uranus from a long-term cycle 
trough to the long-term cycle crest shows signs of  
promise

In each case so far (only three), Uranus moved nearly 
one full zodiac cycle

In actual degrees, the movement of  Uranus ranged 
from 317º-377º (a full cycle would be 360º)
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Geocosmic Correlations of  Initial 
Cycle Troughs to Cycle Crests

In the first case (1762-1835), Uranus advanced from 

13º Aries to 0º Pisces, about 10-1/2 signs

Uranus 13° Aries Neptune 0° Pisces
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Geocosmic Correlations of  Initial 
Cycle Troughs to Cycle Crests

In the third case (1932-2007), Uranus transited from 

23º Aries to 15º Pisces, almost 11 signs

Uranus 23° Aries Neptune 15° Pisces
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Geocosmic Correlations of  Initial 
Cycle Troughs to Cycle Crests

In the second case (1842-1929), Uranus moved from 

23º Pisces to 10º Aries, about 12-1/2 signs

Uranus 23° Pisces Uranus 10° Aries
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Geocosmic Correlations of  Initial 
Cycle Troughs to Cycle Crests

Based on these initial findings of  Uranus, when 
would the next cycle crest occur?
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Geocosmic Correlations of  Cycle 
Crests to Initial Cycle Lows

Due to the fact that all three long-term cycles 
confirmed so far had very steep but rather short 
declines, this particular study may not be too useful

In all cases, the decline from the long-term cycle crest 
to its toughs lasted only 2-7 years

Uranus only advanced 7-23º in the three cases of  
long-term cycle crests to troughs
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QUIZ #9

Uranus Sign Correlations to Long-term Cycles 
in Stock Markets
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1. What is Neptune’s degree range of  particular signs in 

which the long-term cycle troughs in the U.S. stock market 

have unfolded?

2. What geocosmic correlation is present with Neptune 

when the stock market makes its secondary low?

3. What geocosmic correlation exists between Neptune’s 

signs and long-term cycle crests in the U.S. stock market?

4. What is the distance Neptune has moved through the 

zodiac between a long-term stock market low and its crest?
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5. What is Uranus’s degree range of  particular signs in 

which the long- term cycle troughs in the U.S. stock 

market have unfolded?

6. What is the degree range of  Uranus in particular signs 

in which the long-term cycle crests in the U.S. stock 

market have unfolded?

7. Based on these studies of  Uranus and Neptune, when is 

the next long-term cycle low, or secondary low in U.S. stocks 

due?

8. Based on these studies of  Uranus and Neptune, when is 

the next long-term cycle crest in U.S. stocks due?
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End of  Module Lesson

Break
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